PRESS RELEASE – FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Mi Xun Spa at The Temple House
Awarded Grand Jury Awards by SpaChina Awards 2020
(Chengdu, September 2020) In the recent SpaChina Wellness & Spa Awards Ceremony 2020
hosted by the prestigious SpaChina Magazine, Mi Xun Spa at The Temple House is honoured
with “2020 SpaChina Grand Jury Awards” recognized for its exceptional service and unique
spa experiences.
The SpaChina Wellness & Spa Awards is considered one of the industry’s highest accolades,
both in China and across the Asian region. Nominees are put through a rigorous four-month
evaluation by a judging panel of senior spa consultants, experienced spa managers and
discerning spa enthusiasts, and account for 80% of the final decision, weighed against the
results of an online poll.
Simon McHendry, General Manager of The Temple House, says, “We are honoured to receive
this award. The recognition not only sets Mi Xun Spa as the most exciting wellness destination
in Chengdu, but also demonstrates the unyielding passion and consistent efforts of the Spa
team. Mi Xun Spa will continue to provide exceptional and unforgettable wellness experiences
for our guests.”
Tucked within The Temple House, which perfectly marries modern sophistication with
Chengdu’s local heritage, the Mi Xun Spa introduces a series of unique spa treatments
designed to deliver a holistic pampering experience to soothe and revitalise the mind and
body while embracing its historically rich surroundings.
Situated in the heart of Chengdu’s trendy retail hub Taikoo Li in the Jinjiang District, Mi Xun
Spa stands on the site of a former mulberry garden of the Daci Temple, and is housed within
a heritage building. Restoring much of the building’s original architecture, it has now been
revived as a peacefully secluded oasis that seems worlds away from the bustling city. Spanning
900 square metres, Mi Xun Spa features nine treatment rooms, comprising two standard
treatment rooms, five luxurious spa suites and two VIP experience suites, as well as a tea
house and retail store.
Its signature treatment “Bamboo Massage” uses bamboo canes, sourced locally from Chengdu,
delivering a targeted massage for a thoroughly relaxing and invigorating sense-of-place

experience.
Specially curated for sophisticated modern men, Mi Xun Spa offers professional grooming
services through its “Gentlemen’s Collection”, including the Ultimate Shave and Ultimate Shave
Facial which are sure to leave gentlemen feeling confident and re-energised.
After a pampering treatment, guests may unwind in the tea house and enjoy freshly brewed
premium teas and delectable vegetarian offerings, indulging in unique experience with authentic
Chinese charm. The refined plant-based menu at Mi Xun Teahouse is in turn inspired by the
healthy dishes once served at Daci Temple. Reflecting the storied tea culture of Chengdu, Mi
Xun Teahouse offers 60 different types of tea to be enjoyed alongside fragrant vegetarian
specialities such as Braised Mapo Tofu in Wild Mushroom Sauce and vegan Dan Dan Noodles
that use locally sourced ingredients.
Indulge in Award-Winning Treatment
To celebrate the award, Mi Xun Spa specially presents Mi Xun Ultimate Transformation
Journey, which includes 60 minutes unique Bamboo Massage, followed by 60 minutes Venus
Legacy V-Shape Facial and 45 minutes Wash & Style at the barber. The journey is priced at
RMB1,888 and available from now to October 31, 2020.
Advance reservation is highly recommended. Reservations can be made by calling Mi Xun
Spa directly on + 86 28 6297 4161 or e-mailing Reservations@mixunspa.com

---End--About The Temple House
The Temple House is part of The House Collective and is located in the heart of Chengdu
within the Sino-Ocean Taikoo Li, a bustling open plan shopping area. The 100-room House
and its 42 serviced residences form an integral part of the city government’s conservation
project to preserve the surrounding heritage buildings next to the thousand-year-old Daci
Temple. Elegant bamboo trees frame the House’s entrance, which is set in a beautifully
restored hundred-year-old Chinese courtyard built in the Qing Dynasty. Mi Xun houses the
award-winning spa, which includes a pool and fitness centre, as well as the teahouse serving
vegan Sichuan cuisine. The Temple House also offers a dynamic collection of outlets including
The Temple Café – the all-day dining restaurant and French bistro, Tivano – an authentic
Italian restaurant, and Jing Bar – a lively bar featuring live DJs.

About The House Collective
The House Collective by Swire Hotels is a group of refined, highly individual properties that
defy comparison. The Opposite House in Beijing, The Upper House in Hong Kong, The
Temple House in Chengdu and The Middle House in Shanghai are all uniquely imagined
properties for seasoned travellers who seek a different, intimate and personalised experience
in luxury travel. Each House is a sophisticated, singular piece of design, created by talented
architects and designers, that reflect the unique qualities of their surroundings.

About Swire Hotels and Swire Restaurants
Swire Hotels creates and manages distinctive hotels in Hong Kong, Mainland China and the
USA under two brands, The House Collective and EAST, providing unscripted and authentic
experiences for individually minded travellers who seek originality, style and personalised
service.
The House Collective, a group of Houses each uniquely imagined and inspired by their
locations, began with The Opposite House in Beijing, which opened in 2008, followed by The
Upper House in Hong Kong, The Temple House in Chengdu and the latest addition, The
Middle House in Shanghai, which opened in 2018. EAST are lifestyle hotels located in Hong
Kong, Beijing and Miami with an emphasis on working playfully and playing productively.
Located in key commercial districts, EAST brings these cities' buzzing dynamism right to our
guests.
A restaurant division was set up in 2013 to manage the company’s stand-alone restaurant
operations.

Our first restaurant Plat du Jour opened in November 2013 followed by Public

and Ground Public in Quarry Bay. The Continental in Pacific Place opened in October 2014
and Mr & Mrs Fox in 2015, follow by the second Plat du Jour opened in Pacific Place in
2016.
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